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Abstract. In this paper, an extended DBP (E DBP) scheme is studied
for (m,k)-firm constraint. The basic idea of the proposed algorithm takes
into account the distance to exit a failure state, which is a symmetrical
notion of distance to fall into a failure state in DBP. Quality of Service
(QoS) in terms of dynamic failure and delay is evaluated. Simulation
results reveal the effectiveness of E DBP to provide better QoS.
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Introduction

Real-time media servers for delivering audio/video streams need to service hundreds and, possibly, thousands of applications, each with its own quality of service (QoS) requirements. Many such applications can tolerate the loss of a certain fraction of the information requird from the server, resulting in little or no
noticeable degradation in QoS [1] [2]. Consequently, loss-rate is an important
performance measure for the QoS to many real-time media applications. We define the term loss-rate as the fraction of packets in a stream either discarded or
serviced later than their delay constraints allow (Deadline) [3].
One of the problems with using loss-rate as a performance metric is that
it does not describe when losses are allowed to occur. For most loss-tolerant
applications, there is usually a restriction on the number of consecutive packet
losses that are acceptable. For example, losing a series of consecutive packets
from an audio stream might result in the loss of a complete section of audio,
rather than merely a reduction in the signal-to-noise ratio.
A suitable performance metric in this case is a window-based loss-rate, i.e.
loss-rate constrained over a finite range, or window, of any consecutive packets. More precisely, an application might tolerate at most k-m packet losses for
every k arrivals at the various service points across a network. Any service discipline attempting to meet these requirements must ensure that the number of
violations to the loss-tolerance specification is minimized (if not zero) across the
whole stream. In another way, it is same meaning that at least m packets must be
serviced before their deadline in any consecutive k packets. We refer to such QoS
requirement as (m,k)-firm constraint. If less than m packets are serviced successfully in any window k, it is said the application experiences a dynamic failure and

the current state is called as failure state. An approach called Distance-based
Priority (DBP) based on (m,k)-firm idea has been proposed to schedule multiple packet streams competing for service on a single server each having its own
(m,k)-firm constraints [4]. It has been showed in that when streams have same
or different (m,k)-firm constraint requirement and are identical (i.e. with same
packet transmission time distribution, same packet inter-arrival distribution and
same deadline distribution), DBP is especially more beneficial to tightening the
probability of dynamic failure than conventional scheduling scheme where all
packets are serviced at the same priority level [4]. This idea is then generalized
under the name weakly hard real-time to deal with real-time applications that
allows some packet losses without violating the desired behaviors of application
[5]. In this paper, we proposed an extended DBP (E DBP) scheme to study
(m,k)-firm based QoS, and compared the E DBP and DBP for streams with
(m,k)-firm in terms of probability of dynamic failure and delay.
The rest of paper is structured as follows. Section 2 describes DBP scheme
and some relative work. In section 3, E DBP scheduling is proposed. In section 4,
performance metric of QoS about dynamic failure and delay is evaluated through
simulation in overloaded scenarios. Finally, we make some concluding remarks.

2

DBP Scheduling on Steams with (m,k)-Firm

We begin this section by defining the problem that we focus on real-time streams
with (m,k)-firm . Then, how the DBP scheme works is described. The drawbacks
are stated in the last.
2.1

Problem Definition

In order to define the real-time scheduling problem based on (m,k)-firm constraint addressed as part of this paper, we introduce the following definitions:
Application Model. As briefly mentioned in the introduction section, DBP
scheduling is designed to study how to efficiently serve multiple streams under (m,k)-firm constraints sharing a single server. This system is called multiple input queues on single server (MIQSS). This model can be used to study
a large category of computer and telecommunication systems such as multiple
tasks executing in a CPU, transmission of packets issued from multiple packet
sources sharing a same transmission medium or network interconnection equipment (switch or router). The proposed model is for n loss-tolerant applications
generating n packet streams τi (i = 1, 2, . . . , n) that will be served by a single
server. Each stream is formed by a source and a waiting queue, where a packet
issued from a source waits until being chosen by the server. The server chooses
packets at the head of queues according to its scheduling scheme.
In such a model, scheduling scheme is of prime importance to provide not
only (m,k)-firm guarantee for each individual stream (end user’s point of view)
but also good server utilization (system designer’s point of view).

Stream Characterization. A stream τi is characterized by a 3-tuple (Ci ,Di ,Ti ),
where Ci is the service time for a packet in stream τi . There, it is assumed that
all packets in τi have the same service time.For the purposes of this paper, where
time is divided into fixed-sized slots, each and every packet can be serviced in
one such slot. Deadline Di is the latest time a packet finishes its service. If a
packet cannot be finished by Di , it will be discarded, which is called deadline
miss or packet loss. Ti is the inter-arrival time between consecutive packets.
Loss-Tolerance. This is specified by (m,k)-firm constraint, where m is the least
number of the packets that should be transmitted successfully by their deadline
for any window k of consecutive packet arrivals in the same stream. Otherwise,
a stream experiences a dynamic failure. The rate at which a stream experiences
dynamic failure is therefore a measure of how often the QoS falls below the
acceptable level, which is defined as the probability of dynamic failure.
Problem Statement. The problem addressed in this paper is to propose a more
effective scheduling scheme than DBP to guarantee better (m,k)-firm based QoS
for each stream in terms of dynamic failure and delay at the given resource.
2.2

DBP outline

DBP was firstly put forward in [4], as a dynamic priority assignment mechanism
for streams with (m,k)-firm constraint in a MIQSS model, and targeted primarily
at loss tolerant, real-time applications like multimedia.
The basic idea of DBP algorithm is quite simple and straightforward: the
closer the stream is to a failure state the higher its priority is. A failure state
occurs when the stream’s (m,k)-firm requirement is transgressed, i.e., there is
more than k - m deadline misses within the last k-length window.
So for each stream τ with (m,k)-firm constraint, the priority is assigned
based on the number of consecutive deadline misses that will lead the stream to
violate its (m,k)-firm constraint. This number of deadline misses is referred to as
distance to fall into a failure state from the current state. Examining the recent
history of τ , one can do the evaluation of the distance. The key to dealing with
it is the k-sequence. If the same distance occurs, Earliest Deadline First (EDF)
will be adopted as adjunctive scheme.
The k-sequence is a word of k bits ordered from the most recent to the oldest
packet in which each bit keeps memory of whether the deadline is missed (bit=
0) or met (bit=1). In this paper, the leftmost bit represents the oldest. Each new
arriving packet causes a shift of all the bits towards left, the leftmost exits from
the word and is no longer considered, while the rightmost will be 1 if the packet
has met its deadline (i.e. it has been served before its deadline) or 0 otherwise.
The priority is assigned by DBP to a packet at a given instant according to
the distance of the current k-sequence to a failure state. By adding consecutive
0s to the right side of k-sequence, we can evaluate the distance easily until a

failure state happens. If a stream has already been in a failure state (i.e., less
than m 1s in the k-sequence), the highest priority is assigned.
j
Formally, according to [4], priority is evaluated as follows. Let sj = (δi−k
,
j +1

j
. . . , δi−1
, δij ) denotes the state of the previous k consecutive packets of τj , lj (n, s)
denotes the position (from the right) of the nth meet (or 1) in the sj ,then the
priority of the (i + 1)th packet of τj is given by:
j
Ωi+1
= kj − lj (mj , sj ) + 1

(1)

We note that if there are less than n 1s in s, lj (n, s) = kj + 1, the highest
priority (Ω=0) will be assigned, this is normal as the stream is in a failure state.
Example1: a stream τ1 with (3,5)-firm constraint, current k-sequence is 11011,
1
we can get l1 (3, s1 ) =4 and Ωi+1
=5-4+1=2. If the current k-sequence is 10000,
1
then l1 (3, s1 )= 5+1, so Ωi+1 = 0.
2.3

Drawbacks of DBP

Although DBP is more effective to guarantee (m,k)-firm constraint, there are still
some drawbacks. The first one is that it only uses the distance to fall into a failure
state of k-sequence whereas the whole richer information of ”0,1” distribution in
k-sequence is neglected. In order to explain this problem, it is enough to consider
different k-sequences with (2,5)-firm constraint: 11100 from τ1 and 11001 from τ2 .
They have the same distance (Ω=2). If they arrive at the same time, according
to the DBP, EDF algorithm is default adjunctive scheduling scheme. But is EDF
optimal to deal with such condition?
It appears that 11100 is less robust than 11001. For example, after a successful
service of both, these two k-sequences become 11001(Ω = 2)and 10011(Ω = 4)
respectively.But this is not necessary that we should firstly serve the next packet
from τ1 even if it has earlier deadline. In fact, how to use such information will
depend on what we would like to optimize. Maybe it is more complicated to set
the priority and get the optimal objection function.
Another shortcoming of DBP is that it assigns priorities considering only
one stream source without taking into account the parameters of other streams
sharing the same server, which results in local priority that not global one and
may lead to “priority inversion” phenomena. Improved algorithms to overcome
the problem have been proposed in [6] [7].

3

Extended Distance-Based Priority Scheduling

One of the possible solutions to explore the ‘0,1’ distribution in k-sequence is
found when a stream falls in a failure state. Any packet in a failure stream
has the same DBP value (Ω=0) but the distance to exit a failure state may be
different. Let’s take again the (2,5)-firm constraint as an example, DBP assigns
the same priority to the following different k-sequences in failure states: 00001
and 10000, but to exit the failure state, 00001 needs only one more 1 whereas

10000 needs two consecutive 1s. Especially in heterogeneous system, the streams
have different (m,k)-firm constraints, the above situation will occur frequently,
so it is necessary to consider factor of ‘0,1’ distribution.
Based on the information in k-sequence, including the ‘0,1’ distribution, we
propose to extend the notion of distance to failure state by introducing the
notion of distance to exit failure state.
For each stream with (m,k)-firm in a failure state, the priority is assigned
based on the number of consecutive deadlines met that makes the stream back
to meet its (m,k)-firm constraint. The number of necessary consecutive deadlines
met referred to as distance to exit a failure state from the current state.
The distance to exit a failure state is thus the number of consecutive 1s
adding to the right side. Formally, given a stream τj with constraint parameter
j
j
mj and kj in a failure state, and let sj = (δi−k
, . . . , δi−1
, δij ) be its current
j +1
k-sequence. Define ˜lj (n, s) as the position (from the right side) of the nth miss
in the state of sj , so the distance to exit a failure state of stream is given by
equation (2):
Φji+1 = kj − ˜lj (kj − mj + 1, sj ) + 1

(2)

Example2: Φ=2 for 100011 with (4,6)-firm constraint and Φ=1 for 00011 with
(3,5)-firm constraint.
In a successful state, priority is assigned according to DBP, while in a failure
state priority is assigned by equation (2), in case of priority equality, EDF is
adopted, which is referred as E DBP. As discuss above, the definition of distance
to exit a failure state is a symmetrical notion of distance to a failure state, just
as if we look at in a mirror, so the negative logic is applied. It is supposed
that if the packet in the stream with smaller Φ value gets higher priority, and
a successful service for a packet adds 0 to the right of k-sequence, which will
make the stream get more chance to be in failure states like DBP to guarantee
successful states. But in fact, a packet is serviced by its deadline, 1 will be added
to right of k-sequence, which will be more easy to a exit failure state. So it is
reasonable to assign higher priority to the packet from the stream having smaller
Φ value. The detailed priority assigning process can be described as follows.
E DBP precedence among all being selected packets
– If all streams are in successful states, the smaller DBP value , the higher
priority. If DBP value Ω is the same, EDF is adopted.
– If just only stream τj is in a failure state, others are in successful states, the
packet in the stream τj , gets higher priority.
– If many streams are in failure states at the same time, the smaller Φ, the
higher priority. If Φ value is the same, EDF is adopted.
– For all cases, if the same deadline, then FIFO.

4

Simulation Result

The new proposed algorithm, E DBP is compared with DBP through simulation
examples given in [4]. QoS in terms of probability of dynamic failure and delay is

taken as performance metric. In the results that follow, two packets generation
patterns are considered: Poisson and burst. In a Poisson stream, packet interarrival times are exponentially distributed. A burst source alternates between
ON and OFF states. When in the ON state, packets are generated periodically.
No packets are generated when source is in the OFF state. The durations of
the ON and the OFF states are exponentially distributed with averages ONave
and OF Fave respectively. Such a stream is often used to model a stream of voice
sample in a conversation [8]. We firstly consider the case where all streams in the
system have the same timing requirements. We also assume that only the packets
that meet their deadline are serviced, which means that drop policy is enabled.
Simulation adopts softwarePOPNET8.0.c Modeler. Time duration ofPall projects
n
n
Ci
i Ci
as average system Load and i=1 kimE(T
is 20000. There we define i=1 E(T
i)
i)
as average system (m,k)-Load, where E(Ti ) is the mean inter-arrival time. The
initial k-sequence is 11
. . . 1} for a stream with windows ki .
| {z
ki

4.1

Evaluation of Dynamic Performances

Poisson Streams The data in the left column in Table.1 shows the probability
of dynamic failure in one system with (3,4)-firm constraint. The system consists
of five streams. All packets require a constant service time. Service deadlines are
set equal to five times the packet service time. The packet inter-arrival time is
exponentially distributed and the overall average load is varied from 1.0-2.0 by
changing inter-arrival time. As a result, it is shown that new scheme E DBP can
reduce the probability of dynamic failure, especially when it is overloaded. The
maximum reduced percent is 9.3% in this case when load equals to 2.0.
The above system considers that all streams have the same deadline requirement with (3,4)-firm. The middle column in the Table.1 shows the results for the
heterogeneous system in which steams have different deadline requirement. The
system consists of five systems with (9,10)-firm, (3,4)-firm, (1,2)-firm, (1,3)-firm,
(1,4)-firm constraint, respectively. The packet service time, arrival pattern, and
the deadline in this system are like those for the stream examined in the first
example. The arrival rates of the packets are adjusted to get an average system
load from 1.3-2.3. Simulation result shows that even at load 1.4-1.6, there is a
little abnormal behavior that E DBP is slightly worse than DBP (1.0% to 2.3%
increase). But there is still a strong trend that E DBP can reduce the probability
of dynamic failure, especially about 8.6% at load 2.3.
Burst Streams The data in the right column in Table.1 of probability of
dynamic failure in a system with five burst streams. The ON and OFF periods
of each stream are exponentially distributed with ONave =50 and OF Fave =100.
The offered peak load of a stream is therefore three times the average load.
When in the ON state, a stream generating one packet is 5 periodically. The
deadlines are set to twice the generation period. Overall load varies by changing
packet service time. We find that E DBP is better than DBP to guarantee the

Table 1. Probability of dynamic failure in Poisson streams with same constraint,
heterogeneous system and burst streams
Poisson Stream

Heterogeneous system

Avg
% Avg
Load DBP E DBP Rd Load DBP E DBP
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0

0.055
0.096
0.156
0.229
0.311
0.398
0.481
0.557
0.623
0.675
0.716

0.055
0.095
0.154
0.223
0.299
0.378
0.449
0.514
0.569
0.612
0.649

0.8
1.3
2.4
3.9
5.0
6.5
7.8
8.7
9.2
9.3

1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.1
2.2
2.3

0.032
0.053
0.083
0.115
0.157
0.200
0.245
0.293
0.339
0.381
0.431

0.032
0.054
0.084
0.117
0.157
0.198
0.240
0.284
0.323
0.362
0.394

%
Rd
-2.3
-1.6
-1.0
0.3
0.8
1.8
3.1
4.8
6.6
8.6

Burst streams
Avg
%
Load DBP E DBP Rd
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5

0.000
0.006
0.031
0.078
0.150
0.227
0.296
0.371
0.449
0.509
0.556

0.000
0.006
0.031
0.075
0.145
0.213
0.270
0.337
0.409
0.472
0.509

3.3
4.0
3.3
6.0
8.7
9.1
8.8
7.4
8.4

(m,k)-firm constraint and substantially reduce probabilities of dynamic failure
obviously with average load varied from 0.5-1.5. At load 1.2, there is maximum
reduction percent 9.1%. It is obvious that the probability of dynamic failure is
higher in burst case than in Poisson case at the same average load, because the
peak load is heavier and the packets are more concentrated in the burst case.

4.2

Delay Analysis

Delay is the time interval between the departures of packet from the source to
the arrival at the destination. This is usually referred to as end-to-end delay.
In MIQSS model, delay just only means the queue delay. Delay is an important
parameter of QoS. Many real-time applications such as voice over IP (VoIP),
video-conference, and tele-medicine require guarantees on delay and packet loss.
These applications are usually sensitive to delay and loss-tolerance. Smaller delay
will make media stream more smoothly. This statistic represents instantaneous
measurements of packet waiting times in the queue of server, and delay of all
discarded packets is not calculated in this statistic. The simulation results also
through the above three examples reveal that E DBP can reduce the delay than
DBP at different degree when (m,k)-load is varied. At some appropriate load
duration, queue delay is decreased more effectively, but some light load, it is
not so significant. The third example is burst stream, the packets are more
concentrated at the ON state, so at a lighter (m,k)-load in burst case, we can
still get the similar result with the Poisson stream cases. For the delay in the
burst case, it fluctuates acutely because of concentration of packets.
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Fig. 1. Queue delay comparison of E DBP and DBP for Poisson streams with (3,4)-firm
at (m,k)-load equals to 1 and 1.5
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Conclusions

The main original contributions of this paper are:
– Point out the drawbacks of the classic DBP when it is applied to a more
general real-time context and corresponding possible solutions.
– Propose E DBP to correct DBP by taking the distribution of ”0,1”in ksequence into account when stream is in a failure state, and give the equation
to calculate the distance to exit failure state.
– Show that E DBP can get lower probability of dynamic failure and smaller
queue delay than classic DBP, which is validated by various cases through
simulation based on OPNET 8.0.c.
This improvement is made with a very low computing cost or complexity,
only to check minimum 1s, which needs to be added to the right position. Furthermore, this new computing is only needed when the stream is in a failure
state. In this sense, our algorithm is interesting in guaranteeing (m,k)-firm QoS
in network scheduling. Furthermore, WFQ and RED combined with (m,k)-firm
constraint also may be an interesting work.
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